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1. QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 

1.1 My full name is Matthew Norwell and I am a director of Barker & 

Associates Limited, an independent, specialist planning consultancy 

based in Auckland.  I hold the Degree of a Bachelor of Planning from 

the University of Auckland and I am a full member of the New Zealand 

Planning Institute.  I have 22 years' experience covering a wide range 

of land use planning matters on behalf of local authorities, government 

departments and private entities in New Zealand.   

1.2 During that time I have been involved with many aspects of resource 

management including preparation and lodgement of resource 

consent applications, submissions and presentation of evidence to 

local authorities in respect of proposed plans and plan changes.    

1.3 Today, I appear on behalf of McDonald's Restaurants (NZ) Limited 

("McDonald's") to address their submission made on the proposed 

Replacement District Plan ("pRDP") in respect of Chapter 13 - City 

Centre which are now incorporated into Chapter 15. 

1.4 In terms of my involvement to date, having reviewed the pRDP 

provisions, I then prepared primary and further submissions on behalf 

of McDonald's.  I have reviewed the Christchurch District Council's 

("Council") primary planning evidence of Mr Mark Stevenson, 

including the proposed tracked changes addressing submissions. I 

have also reviewed the primary specialist evidence prepared by Mr 

Hugh Nicholson (urban design).  Therefore, I am familiar with the 

issues to be addressed at this hearing. 

1.5 I confirm that I have read the Expert Witness Code of Conduct set out 

in the Environment Court's Practice Note 2014.  I have complied with 

the Code of Conduct in preparing this evidence and I agree to comply 

with it while giving oral evidence before the Hearings Panel.  Except 

where I state that I am relying on the evidence of another person, this 

written evidence is within my area of expertise.  I have not omitted to 

consider material facts known to me that might alter or detract from 

the opinions expressed in this evidence. 
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2. EVIDENCE CONTEXT 

2.1 Prior to the earthquake, McDonald's owned one stand-alone 

restaurant within the Central City of Christchurch at 689 Colombo 

Street. This building has since been demolished however McDonald’s 

still own the site. 

2.2 Within the lifetime of the pRDP McDonald’s may seek to re-establish 

and expand their presence in the Central City. The focus of my 

evidence therefore relates to the Central City Business (“CCB”) zone 

that applies to McDonald’s property at 689 Colombo Street plus the 

Central City Mixed Use (“CCMU”) zone which I consider to be an 

appropriate zone for drive-through restaurant activities.  

2.3 McDonald’s drive-through restaurant activities, which are defined as 

"drive-through services" in the pRDP, were described in Mr Nigel 

Felton’s primary evidence on Chapter 15 filed as part of the Stage 1 

Proposals hearings.  

2.4 Overall I am generally supportive of the tracked changes to the 

Central City provisions dated 16 December 2015 as attached to Mr 

Stevenson’s primary planning evidence (Attachment A) as they relate 

to restaurants and drive-through services. In particular I support the 

proposed permitted activity status of drive-through services in the 

CCMU zone. 

3. SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

3.1 My evidence will address the following: 

(a) The intended purpose of the relevant commercial provisions 

as set out in the pRDP;  

(b) Areas of agreement; 

(c) Conclusion. 
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4. THE PURPOSE OF THE RELEVANT CENTRAL CITY PROVISIONS 

4.1 As I understand them, the relevant provisions in Chapter 13 seek to 

establish a framework for the use and development of the Central City 

as the primary destination for retail, food and beverage, 

entertainment, and business that is supported by an inner-city 

residential population and visitor accommodation. The application of 

land use zones has included activity-directive land use zoning within 

the area defined as the Central City.   

4.2 In my view the notified pRDP regime provided a clear set of objectives 

for the Central City and an appropriate means of achieving those 

objectives through the identification of different activity areas within 

the Central City and application of different land use zones and 

associated rules correspondingly. I agree with this approach as it 

recognises that the built form and activity character differs across the 

Central City and consequently this structure and associated rules 

provides for different land use activities and built form. This is 

particularly relevant to drive-through services where, in terms of a 

blanket planning policy framework, I consider they are appropriate to 

be provided for. 

5. AREAS OF AGREEMENT – TRACKED CHANGES  

5.1 It is noted that during the mediation process the Council has amended 

some provisions and these are generally supported. This statement of 

evidence therefore summarises those matters of the McDonald’s 

submission that have been debated through mediation and included 

as Attachment A to the Council's primary planning evidence 

(business zones).  

5.2 I support the following changes in the Council's tracked changes as 

appended to Mr Stevenson’s primary planning evidence: 

i. Retain the matters of discretion for assessment of new buildings 

in the CCB zone as notified; 
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ii. The changes to the text of Policy 13.3.1.1 [now Policy 15.1.7.1]: 

Diversity of Activities as this does not affect the matters raised in 

the McDonald’s submission; 

iii. The changes to Policy 13.3.1.2.2 [now Policy 15.1.8.2] to include 

a reference to “built form” in the policy to tie the policy statement 

with the list of built form matters at (i)-(vi); 

iv. The amendments to provide for drive-through services as a 

Permitted activity and subject to no activity specific standards in 

the Central City Mixed Use zone at Rule 13.3.2.2 [now Rule 

15.9.2.1 P20] for the reasons I expand upon below; 

5.3 Overall I am generally comfortable that the amendments that have 

been made to the pRDP provide for drive-through service activities 

and development in appropriate locations in the Central City in a 

manner that achieves the objectives for the primary commercial area 

of Christchurch.  

5.4 In terms of this statement of evidence there is one particular matter I 

support with regard to the tracked changes, being the change to 

provide for drive-through services as a permitted activity in the CCMU 

zone, which I expand upon below.  

6. CENTRAL CITY MIXED USE ZONE – RULES 

6.1 Through the tracked changes for mediation and as outlined in Mr 

Stevenson’s primary planning evidence1 on behalf of the Council, 

drive-through services have been identified as an appropriate activity 

in the CCMU zone of the pRDP.   

6.2 Having regard to the objectives and policies of the zone plus the 

spatial application of the zone within the Central City it is my opinion 

that drive-through services are an appropriate activity in this zone. In 

this regard I concur with Mr Stevenson at Paragraphs 10.4(a) and (b) 

of his primary planning evidence relating to the effects being similar to 

other permitted activities in the CCMU zone and the envisaged 

purpose and outcomes of the CCMU zone.  

 
1
 Paragraph 10.4 of Mr Mark Stevenson’s primary planning evidence for the Chapter 13 hearing. 
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6.3 Further I note that built form outcomes will be able to be considered by 

the Council as new buildings are subject to a restricted discretionary 

activity consent. In this regard I consider that the assessment criteria 

for new buildings in the CCMU zone are appropriate and 

commensurate with the built form outcomes the zone seeks to 

achieve.  

6.4 For the balance of the Central City I note that where the provisions of 

the Central City zones seek a particular built form outcome and 

activity composition, the activity status of drive-through services is 

elevated to the effect it is an activity that is not envisaged within the 

zone2.  For example, drive-through services are a permitted activity in 

the CCMU zone but are a discretionary activity in the Central City 

Business zone. I consider the approach to require discretionary 

activity consents for drive-through service activities in other zones of 

the Central City to be appropriate.  

7. CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 The approach to the overall objectives, policies and rules of the 

Central City is in my opinion an appropriate method to give primacy to 

the Central City and to manage land use activities and effects within 

the Central City itself. I consider that the application of differing city 

centre zones and the ensuing rules provides clear and directive land 

use planning.  

7.2 I consider that the changes made to the CCMU zone to provide for 

drive-through service activities is appropriate as it provides for a land 

use activity that is commensurate with other land use activities already 

provided for in that zone. Given drive-through services are not 

provided for within other zones of the Central City this sends a clear 

directive that they are not anticipated to locate in those zones. 

7.3 Overall I consider that the amended provisions of the CCMU zone are 

such that they achieve appropriate and sustainable management of 

the central city's land resources and commercial activity.  The 

 
2
 As set out in Rule 15.8.2.4 [notified rule 13.2.2.24] where drive-through services are not 

specifically provided for as a permitted, controlled, or restricted discretionary activity. 
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provisions as amended also recognise the competing and compelling 

interests of the Plan in terms of enabling and encouraging growth and 

activity throughout the central city, whilst ensuring that the anticipated 

activity composition and built form outcomes are appropriately 

provided for. 

 

Matthew Norwell 

14 January 2016 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


